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Abstract. The MC38 (derived from carcinogen‑induced colon
adenocarcinoma) tumor model is sensitive to anti‑programmed
cell death‑1 (anti-PD‑1) treatment. However, there is no comprehensive description of the T and B cell receptor (TCR, BCR)
repertoires of the MC38 tumor model following anti‑PD‑1 treatment, an improved understanding of which is highly important
in the development of anti‑PD‑1 immunotherapy. The present
study analyzed the TCR and BCR repertoires of three types
of tissue, including tumor, spleen and tumor draining lymph
node (DLN) from 20 MC38 syngeneic mice receiving murine
anti‑PD‑1 (mDX400) treatment or mouse immunoglobulin
G1 (mIgG1) control treatment. To obtain enough tissues for
high‑throughput sequencing, samples were collected on day
8 after the start of initial treatment. The usage frequencies of
seven TCR β chain (TRB) V genes and one TRBJ gene were
significantly different between mDX400‑ and mIgG1‑group
tumors. TCR repertoire diversity was significantly lower
in mDX400‑group tumors compared with mIgG1‑group
tumors, with the top 10 most frequent TCR clonotypes notably
expanded in mDX400‑group tumors. In addition, the proportion of high‑frequency TCR clonotypes from mDX400‑group
tumors that were also present both in the DLN and spleen was
significantly higher than that in mIgG1‑group tumors. Among
the highly expanded TCR clonotypes, one TCR clonotype was
consistently expanded in >50% of the mDX400‑group tumors
compared with mIgG1‑group tumors. Similarly, one BCR
clonal family was highly expanded in >50% of mDX400‑group
tumor samples. The consistently expanded TCR and BCR
clones were co‑expanded in 29% of mDX400‑group tumors.
Moreover, mutation rates of immunoglobulin heavy chain
sequences in the spleen within complementarity determining
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region 2 and framework region 3 were significantly higher in
the mDX400 group than in the mIgG1 group. The findings of
this study may contribute to an improved understanding of the
molecular mechanisms of anti‑PD‑1 treatment.
Introduction
Immunotherapy using anti‑PD‑1 monoclonal antibodies (mAbs)
has made significant progress in the treatment of multiple types
of cancers, such as melanoma, non‑small cell lung cancer,
head and neck cancer, and bladder cancer, by modulating the
interaction between immune and tumor cells (1‑4). However,
there is still a substantial proportion of patients with tumors
that do not benefit from the treatment (5). Robust biomarkers
are essential for patient selection. In general, two categories of
biomarkers associated with responses to PD‑1 inhibitors have
been recognized, including those indicative of tumor neoantigen burden (6,7) and those related to a T cell‑inflamed tumor
microenvironment (8,9). T cell receptor (TCR) sequencing
provided additional insight into the responses to anti‑PD‑1
immunotherapy by demonstrating that a more clonal TCR
repertoire at both pre‑ and peri‑treatment time points was
associated with an improved response to anti‑PD‑1 treatment
in patients with melanoma (10,11). Despite these advances,
the molecular mechanisms of anti‑PD‑1 therapy in treating
cancers remain the subject of ongoing investigation.
Anti‑PD‑1 mAbs function by regulating the adaptive
immune response (10), the selectivity of which derives from the
enormous diversity of TCRs and B cell receptors (BCRs) (12).
It is commonly known that anti‑PD‑1 treatment can activate
tumor‑specific T cells by blocking the immune suppressive
PD‑1 pathway. On the other hand, in addition to T cells, PD‑1
is also expressed on human and mouse B cells, the blockade of
which can induce B cell activation (13,14). There is a limited
but growing body of evidence that supports the notion that
B cells have an important role in cancer immunotherapy.
Hollern et al (15) reported that B cells and T follicular helper
cells act as direct mediators of immunotherapy responses in
mouse models of breast cancer. Selitsky et al (16) found that
the absence of an assembled BCR in pre‑treatment tumor
tissues was associated with poor responses to a cytotoxic
T lymphocyte antigen‑4 (CTLA‑4) inhibitor in metastatic
skin cutaneous melanoma. Recently, B cells within tertiary
lymphoid structures were shown to promote immunotherapy
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responses in patients with metastatic melanoma and renal cell
carcinoma (17). Therefore, more in‑depth investigation of the
effects of anti‑PD‑1 mAbs on TCR and BCR repertoires is
crucial for the development of anti‑PD‑1 mAbs in precision
cancer treatment.
Mouse models are widely used to investigate mechanisms
of action of immunotherapy (18). Previous studies from our
group and others revealed that the MC38 tumor model is
highly responsive to anti‑PD‑1 treatment (19‑22). Recently,
Efremova et al (23) demonstrated that the MC38 cell line is valid
for modelling hypermutated/microsatellite‑instable (MSI)
colorectal cancer (CRC). Consistent with the high response
rates of MSI and hypermutated CRC, the MC38 model also
responds well to immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs). The
high response rates of MSI and hypermutated CRC may be due
to the high number of neoantigens. To further reveal the molecular mechanisms mediating the robust treatment responses in
terms of immune responses, in‑depth studies of the TCR and
BCR repertoires of patients with hypermutated/MSI CRC or
the MC38 model receiving anti‑PD‑1 treatment are essential.
However, to the best of the authors' knowledge, until now there
has not been a comprehensive description of the TCR and
BCR repertoires of patients with hypermutated/MSI CRC or
MC38‑bearing mice receiving anti‑PD‑1 treatment. To fill this
gap, the BCR and TCR repertoires of three tissues, including
tumor, tumor draining lymph node (DLN) and spleen, were
investigated from MC38‑bearing mice treated with anti‑PD‑1
mAbs. The findings of this study may provide further mechanistic insights into cancer therapy using anti‑PD‑1 mAbs.
Materials and methods
Ethics. The care and use of mice were reviewed and
approved by Merck's Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (approval no. 200321). During the study, the
care and use of animals were conducted in accordance
with the guidelines of the Association for Assessment and
Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care (24). For tumor
cell inoculation, animals were briefly anesthetized with
1‑4% isoflurane inhalation. After tumor cell inoculation, the
animals were checked daily for morbidity and mortality. At
the time of routine monitoring, the animals were checked
for any effects of tumor growth on normal behavior, such as
mobility, food and water consumption, body weight gain/loss,
eye/hair matting and any other abnormal effects. The maximal
tumor volume permitted was 2,000 mm 3, but other criteria
were also used for the determination of humane endpoints.
The other criteria included ≥20% body weight loss, emaciation, self‑induced trauma, a tumor that interferes with basic or
vital functions, and a tumor that is ulcerated. Carbon dioxide
inhalation was used for euthanasia and death was confirmed
by cervical dislocation.
Cell culture. The murine colon adenocarcinoma MC38 cell
line (Developmental Therapeutics Program Tumor Repository,
Frederick National Laboratory, Frederick, USA) was grown
using early passage vials. Early passage MC38 cells were
maintained as a monolayer culture in DMEM (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Inc.) supplemented with 10% heat‑inactivated fetal
bovine serum (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) and 2 mM

L‑glutamine at 37˚C in an atmosphere with 5% CO2. The
tumor cells were subcultured twice a week. The cells growing
in an exponential growth phase were harvested and centrifuged at 335 x g in a refrigerated centrifuge at 4˚C for 5 min
with the medium aspirated. Cell pellets were resuspended in
10X volume serum‑free DMEM, filtered through a 70‑µm
nylon mesh cell strainer and counted. The cell suspension was
centrifuged again as above and resuspended in serum‑free and
phenol red‑free DMEM to obtain 1x107 cells/ml.
Mice. A total of 40 (20 experimental + 100% extra as spare)
female C57BL/6 mice were purchased from Model Animal
Research Center of Nanjing University (Nanjing, China). An
acclimation period of ~1 week was allowed before tumor
inoculation. Mice were kept in a special pathogen‑free environment in microisolator cages at constant temperature (20‑26˚C),
constant humidity (40‑70%) and on a 12 h light/dark cycle.
Animals had free access to food and water throughout the
study. At the time of MC38 cell inoculation, the animals were
7‑8 weeks of age and weighed 18‑22 g. Before implantation,
mice were lightly anesthetized via 1‑4% isoflurane inhalation.
Each mouse was inoculated subcutaneously into the right lower
flank with 1x106 single cells of ≥95% viability suspended in
0.1 ml of DMEM (without serum and without phenol red).
Group designation and sampling. Groups were staged and
treatments were started when the mean tumor volume reached
~150 mm 3. Based on the tumor volume and body weight,
mice were randomly assigned to murine anti‑PD‑1 (mDX400;
Merck & Co., Inc.) treatment group or mouse immunoglobulin
G1 (mIgG1; Merck & Co., Inc.) vehicle control group. Tumor
sizes were measured on day 0, 2, 4 and 7 using a digital
caliper. Tumor volume (V) was estimated using the formula:
V = (a x b2)/2, where ‘a’ and ‘b’ are long and short diameters
of a tumor.
On day 0 and day 5, 5 mg/kg mDX400 or mIgG1 was
administered intraperitoneally to each mouse of the corresponding group. A total of three types of tissue, including
tumor, DLN and spleen, were sampled from each mouse on
day 8 to obtain enough samples for sequencing, which is
explained as follows.
mDX400 can induce significant tumor growth inhibition in MC38‑bearing mice, which is also influenced by
the initial tumor volume (tumor volume at the beginning of
treatment). Our preliminary efficacy studies using MC38
tumor models and the same treatment regimen (treatment
every 5 days) showed that mDX400 significantly (P<0.01)
inhibited tumor growth from day 2 post‑initial treatment
onwards, and resulted in complete response in 50% of the
mice on day 20 when treatment is initiated at an initial
tumor volume of ~85 mm3 (Fig. 1A). However, when treatment was started at an initial tumor volume of ~210 mm 3,
mDX400 significantly (P<0.01) inhibited tumor growth
from day 15 onward (Fig. 1B). In the present study, treatment was initiated when the initial tumor volume reached
~150 mm 3 (between the sizes of 85 and 210 mm 3 from
preliminary studies), so significant tumor growth inhibition
should begin to occur between day 2 and day 15 post‑initial
treatment. In the present study, as expected based on the
starting tumor size, significant differences in tumor volume
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Figure 1. Tumor volume as a function of time post‑initial treatment. (A) Initial tumor volume (tumor volume at the beginning of treatment) of ~85 mm3.
(B) Initial tumor volume of ~210 mm3. (C) Initial tumor volume of ~150 mm3. mDX400‑ and mIgG1‑group tumor samples are depicted in blue and red,
respectively. **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. mDX400, murine anti‑PD‑1; mIgG1, murine immunoglobulin G1.

were not detected between mDX400 and mIgG1‑group mice
on day 7 post‑initial treatment (Fig. 1C). Significant differences were predicted to occur at a later time point. The mice
were euthanized on day 8 to obtain enough samples for
sequencing.
Library construction and sequencing. A total of 500 ng
total RNA purified using a RNeasy Mini Kit (cat. no. 74106;
Qiagen, Inc.) was used for each mouse tissue sample for library
construction. Quality of RNA was assessed using an Agilent
2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Inc.), and samples
with an RNA integrity number <7 were excluded from further
analysis. Multiple iRepertoire primer kits with different
barcodes were used to amplify the samples separately for TCR β
chain (TRB) (cat. no. MTBI‑M; iRepertoire, Inc.) and immunoglobulin heavy chain (IgH) (cat. no. MBHI‑M; iRepertoire, Inc.)
sequences through the amplicon rescued multiplex (ARM)‑PCR
technology (iRepertoire, Inc.). ARM‑PCR employs communal
primers at the exponential phase of PCR amplification to
minimize amplification biases. Library integrity was verified
by gel electrophoresis and samples with abnormal profiles were
excluded. After construction, the libraries were sequenced on
Illumina MiSeq platform (Illumina, Inc.) using a 2x250 base
pair (bp) paired‑end sequencing protocol. From the 60 samples
derived from the 3 tissues of the 20 mice, 54 samples were
used for TCR repertoire sequencing and 52 samples were used
for BCR repertoire sequencing, with the remaining samples
excluded due to RNA degradation and abnormal library
construction (Table I).
Sequence processing. Sequence quality was checked by FastQC
v0.11.2 (bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc).
Paired‑end reads were assembled using PANDAseq v2.10 (25)
with a minimum overlap region of 30 bp. The assembled TCR
and BCR reads were aligned to IMGT reference sequences
(v3.1.13) (26) using IgBLAST v1.6.1 (27). Non‑productive reads
identified by IgBLAST were removed from further analysis.
To calculate somatic hypermutations (SHMs), BCR
reads with common variable‑joining (VJ) genes and identical complementarity determining region (CDR)2 to CDR3
nucleotide sequences were grouped as non‑redundant reads as
the forward IgH variable region primers are located within the
framework region (FWR)2 region. SHMs were quantified for

CDR2 and FWR3, separately and together, with ShazaM R
package v0.1.11 (28). To diminish the impact of sequencing
error, only non‑redundant reads with at least three copies were
included in the mutation analysis.
Assignment of repertoire sequences to clones. For BCR repertoires, IgH variable‑diversity‑joining (VDJ) sequences were
assigned into clones using ‘DefineClones.py’ of Change‑O (28).
Sequences were first partitioned into groups based on common
IgH VJ genes and identical lengths of junction nucleotide
sequences. Then, within each group, sequences differing from
one another by a length normalized nucleotide hamming distance
<0.06 within the junction region were clustered together as a
clone. The threshold 0.06 was determined by plotting the normalized hamming distance of each sequence to its nearest neighbor
in the same group (Fig. S1). If a clone contained at least two
different sequences, each possessing no less than three copies, the
clone was recognized as a clonal family. After obtaining clonal
families in each sample independently, the sequences of clonal
families from all samples were clustered together for comparison
purposes. To quantify selection pressure within BCR repertoires,
BASELINe implemented in ShazaM was employed to calculate
the posterior distribution based on observed mutation rates and
expected mutation rates derived from a default human 5‑mer
mutation model. Selection strengths in CDR2 and FWR3 were
calculated by using an effective sequence for each clone.
For TCR repertoires, a clone was represented as the combination of a TRB V, J gene and a CDR3 amino acid sequence.
VJ usage and CDR3 lengths of BCR/TCR repertoires were
calculated using BCR/TCR clones with clone abundance of at
least three to minimize the impact of sequencing error on the
calculation.
Clonal diversity analysis. For each sample, the clonal diversity of the BCR/TCR repertoire was characterized by Hill's
diversity indices (29) for diversity orders (q) from 0 to 30 in
0.1 increments using the rarefyDiversity function of Alakazam
package (28). To eliminate the effect of variations in sequencing
depth, each repertoire was randomly sub‑sampled to the
number of sequences in the smallest sample and the diversity
indices for each sample were averaged over 1,000 sub‑samples.
Cross‑classification based on the two treatments and three
tissues resulted in six groups. For each group, the Hill diversity
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Table I. Number of tissue samples used for BCR/TCR repertoire sequencinga.
A, mDX400 group
Immune repertoire

Tumor

Tumor draining lymph node

Spleen

7
7

10
10

9
9

Tumor

Tumor draining lymph node

Spleen

9
10

9
9

BCR	
TCR	
B, mIgG1 group
Immune repertoire

BCR	
TCR	

8
9

These samples were selected for repertoire sequencing due to the presence of high‑quality RNA and successful library construction. mDX400,
murine anti‑PD‑1; mIgG1, murine immunoglobulin G1; BCR, B cell receptor; TCR, T cell receptor.

a

index value at each q was obtained by calculating the mean
and standard deviation.
Identification of TCR clones consistently enriched in
mDX400‑group tumors. To detect TCR clones consistently expanded in mDX400‑group tumors compared with
mIgG1‑group tumors, high‑frequency TCR clones with
frequencies of at least 0.1% in mDX400‑group tumors were
investigated. The cutoff 0.1% was chosen because for each
mDX400‑group tumor, the frequencies of the top 10 most
frequent TCR clonotypes were >0.1% (Fig. S2). A TCR clone
with a frequency of at least 0.1% in an mDX400‑group tumor
was recognized as expanded in the tumor if its frequency is
at least 10‑fold larger than the mean frequency of the clone
in mIgG1‑group tumors. If a TCR clone was detected to be
expanded in >50% of the seven mDX400‑group tumors, the
TCR clone was recognized as a consistently expanded TCR
clone. In addition, the presence of the consistently expanded
clones in tissues other than tumor was also investigated.
Statistical analysis. Wilcoxon rank‑sum test was used to
compare differences between two groups and produce
the P‑values. Multiple comparisons were corrected by
Benjamini‑Hochberg procedure to control the false discovery
rate (FDR). P<0.05 and FDR<0.05 were considered to indicate statistically significant differences in single comparisons
and multiple comparisons, respectively. For each tissue, the
comparisons between treatment and control groups were
performed using 7‑10 biological replicates per group (Table I).
Results
V, J usage and CDR3 lengths. For TCR repertoires, comparing
tumor samples between the two treatment groups showed that
frequencies of seven TRBV genes and one TRBJ gene were
significantly different (FDR<0.05), including TRBV12‑2,
TRBV13‑1, TRBV3, TRBV4, TRBV15, TRBV17, TRBV20
and TRBJ2‑3, with the first two TRBV genes (TRBV12‑2
and TRBV13‑1) more frequent in mDX400‑group tumors

(Fig. 2A and B). In addition, TRBV19 was expressed at a
significantly (FDR<0.01) higher frequency in mDX400‑group
spleen samples compared with mIgG1‑group spleen samples
(data not shown). As for BCR repertoires, no significant differences in the usage frequencies of IgHV or IgHJ genes were
detected between the two treatment groups derived from any
of the three tissues (data not shown).
Regarding the CDR3 lengths of TCR/BCR repertoires, no
significant differences were detected between the two treatment
groups derived from any of the three tissues. For TCR repertoires
in any tissue and BCR repertoires in DLN, the average CDR3
length is 12 amino acids. For BCR repertoires in the tumor and
spleen, the average CDR3 length is 11 amino acids (Fig. S3).
Clonal diversity and tissue distribution of TCR repertoires. The
intratumoral TCR repertoires of mDX400‑treated mice had
significantly lower qD values (FDR<0.01) compared with those
of mIgG1‑treated mice at each q from 0 to 30, indicating lower
TCR repertoire diversity of mDX400‑group tumors (Fig. 3A). As
diversity leveled off after q=2, only q‑values 1‑10 are presented
in Fig. 3A. In contrast, there were no significant differences
in the qD values of TCR repertoires in DLN or spleen tissues
between the two treatment groups at any q value (Fig. S4).
To further investigate the abundance profile of intratumoral
TCR clones between the two treatment groups, segmental
frequency distribution of TCR clones in each tumor sample
was calculated. It was found that the proportion of the top
10 most frequent TCR clonotypes in mDX400‑group tumors
were significantly greater (P<0.01) than that in mIgG1‑group
tumors, with an average proportion of 46.7% vs. 5.5% (Fig. 3B).
In addition, there was also a significant increase in the cumulative frequencies of the top 11‑100 (P<0.05) and top 101‑1,000
(P<0.01) TCR clonotypes and a significant decrease in the
cumulative frequencies of >1,000 TCR clonotypes (P<0.01)
by frequency in the mDX400‑group tumor samples compared
with the mIgG1‑group tumor samples.
Distribution and frequencies of intratumoral TCR clonotypes in other tissues were also investigated. On average, 60% of
the top 10 most frequent TCR clonotypes in mDX400‑group
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Figure 2. Usage frequencies of TCR β chain V and J genes. (A) TCR β chain V genes. (B) TCR β chain J genes. mDX400‑ and mIgG1‑group tumor samples
are depicted in blue and red, respectively. Data are represented as the mean ± standard deviation. *FDR<0.05. TCR, T cell receptor; TRB, TCR β chain; V,
variable; J, joining; mDX400, murine anti‑PD‑1; mIgG1, murine immunoglobulin G1.

tumors can also be detected both in the spleen and DLN of
the corresponding mice, which is significantly (P<0.05) higher
than that (10%) in mIgG1‑group tumors (Fig. 3C). As to the
top 10 most frequent intratumoral TCR clonotypes irrespective
of treatments, the frequency of every shared TCR clonotype
is higher in the tumor compared to the corresponding spleen
or DLN with enrichment up to 232,829 and 35,877 folds,
respectively, and mean enrichment of 4,972 and 2,073 folds,
respectively. Likewise, 53% of the top 11‑100 most frequent
TCR clonotypes in mDX400‑group tumors can also be detected
in both the spleen and DLN of the corresponding mice, which
is significantly (P<0.05) higher than that (16%) in mIgG1‑group
tumors (Fig. 3C).
TCR clones consistently expanded in mDX400‑group tumor
samples. As mDX400‑group tumors had significantly more
focused TCR repertoires, highly frequent TCR clones consistently expanded in mDX400‑group tumors were investigated.

One TCR clone with CDR3 sequence ASSPDRGDTEVF,
as well as VJ genes TRBV15 and TRBJ1‑1, was significantly
upregulated in mDX400‑group tumors compared with
mIgG1‑group tumors (P<0.01) and was expanded in four of
the seven mDX400‑group tumor samples (G2M119, G2M116,
G2M124 and G2M120; Fig. 4). The clone was also present in the
spleen and DLN of the two groups of mice, with mean frequency
of 0.02% for spleen samples of both groups, as well as 0.07%
and 0.009% for mIgG1‑ and mDX400‑group DLN samples,
respectively. In mDX400‑group mice the frequency of the clone
was significantly upregulated in the tumor samples compared
with the spleen (P<0.01) or DLN (P<0.001) samples. There
were no significant differences in the frequencies of the clone
between the tumor and spleen samples, or between the tumor
and DLN samples in mIgG1‑group mice (data not shown). The
clone was not recorded in databases VDJdb (June 2018 release)
or McPAS‑TCR (April 2019 release), which are two curated
databases of known antigen‑specific TCR sequences (30,31).
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Figure 3. Clonal diversity and tissue distribution of TCR repertoires. (A) Hill diversity profiles of intratumoral TCR repertoires. mDX400‑ and mIgG1‑group
tumor samples are depicted in blue and red, respectively. The diversity profile of each group is represented by a set of boxplots with each boxplot displaying
the diversity values in qD relative to a certain q. The q values ranging from 0 to 10 in 0.1 increments are shown on the plot. For each q, the Hill index value is
significantly (FDR<0.01) lower in mDX400‑ compared with mIgG1‑group tumor samples. The FDR values are not shown on the plot. (B) Sectional proportions of intratumoral TCR clonotypes. mDX400‑ and mIgG1‑group tumor samples are shown in the upper and lower row, respectively. For each pie chart,
sections depicting the proportions of the top 10, top 11‑100, top 101‑1,000 and >1,000 most frequent clonotypes are depicted in violet, green, orange and blue,
respectively. (C) Sharing of the most frequent intratumoral TCR clonotypes across other tissues. The plot depicts the sharing of the top 10 (marked with violet
bars on the left side) and the top 11‑100 (marked with green bars on the left side) most frequent intratumoral TCR clonotypes with DLN only, spleen only and
both DLN and spleen. mDX400‑treated mice were marked with blue bars on top, while mIgG1‑treated mice were marked with red bars on top. The scale of
the proportions of shared TCR clonotypes are shown in the color key. *P<0.05, mIgG1 vs. mDX400. TCR, T cell receptor; mDX400, murine anti‑PD‑1; mIgG1,
murine immunoglobulin G1; FDR, false discovery rate; DLN, tumor draining lymph node.

Mutation rate, clonal diversity and tissue distribution of BCR
Repertoires. To confirm that the B cells from different tissues of
the MC38 tumor model were antigen‑driven, selection pressure
was quantified by analyzing mutation patterns in IgH sequences.
This analysis showed evidence of negative selection in the FWR3
and positive selection in the CDR2 of all BCR repertoires, with
estimated selection strength significantly different from zero
in all cases (P<10‑7), except selection strength in the CDR2 of
intratumoral BCR repertoires (P=0.16), which were consistent
with the characteristics of affinity‑matured B cells (Fig. S5).
Further confirming the antigen experience of the different
BCR repertories of the MC38 tumor model, most of the BCR
sequences from different repertoires were distributed into clonal
families. On average, >98% of tumor BCR sequences were
distributed into clonal families (Table SI). For spleen and DLN
samples, the mean proportions of BCR sequences belonging to
clonal families were 84% and 83%, respectively.

Analysis of mutations showed that the number of replacement mutations per 104 bp in the CDR2, as well as the number
of silent and replacement mutations in the FWR3 (or in the two
regions together), were significantly higher in IgH sequences
from mDX400‑group spleen samples compared with those
from mIgG1‑group spleen samples (P<0.01; Fig. 5). In addition, as presented in Fig. S6, the replacement mutation rate
shows a trend of upregulation in the CDR2 of IgH sequences
from mDX400‑group tumor samples compared with those
from mIgG1‑group tumor samples, although this was not
statistically significant.
In terms of BCR repertoire diversity, no significant
differences were detected between mDX400 and mIgG1
groups derived from any of the three tissues, with no significant differences in Hill diversity indices qD values detected
at any q from 0 to 30 between the BCR repertoires of the
two groups derived from any of three tissues (Fig. S7). As
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Figure 4. TCR clone consistently expands in mDX400‑group tumor samples. The frequencies of the TCR clone were significantly upregulated in mDX400‑group
tumor samples compared with mIgG1‑group tumor samples. The TCR clone was highly expanded in four mDX400‑group tumor samples, which are depicted
by four dots in red, yellow, green and blue, with each color representing an mDX400‑group tumor sample. **P<0.01. TCR, T cell receptor; mDX400, murine
anti‑PD‑1; mIgG1, murine immunoglobulin G1.

Figure 5. Mutation rates of IgH repertoires in spleen samples. Mutation rates are represented by the number of mutant bases per 104 base pairs within CDR2
and FWR3, separately and together. mDX400‑ and mIgG1‑group spleen samples are depicted in blue and red, respectively. Data are represented as the
mean ± standard deviation. **P<0.01. IgH, immunoglobulin heavy chain; CDR2, complementarity determining region 2; FWR3, framework region 3; mDX400,
murine anti‑PD‑1; mIgG1, murine immunoglobulin G1.

diversity leveled off after q=2, only q‑values 1‑10 are
presented in Fig. S7. On the other hand, irrespective of treatments, the diversity of BCR repertoire in tumor samples was
significantly lower compared with that in DLN (FDR<0.01)

and spleen samples (FDR<0.01) based on qD values at any
q from 0 to 30 (Fig. S8). As diversity leveled off after q=2,
only q‑values 1‑10 are presented in Fig. S8. Analysis of tissue
distribution of BCR repertoires showed that there were no
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Figure 6. BCR clone consistently expands in mDX400‑group tumor samples. (A) BCR clone was highly expanded in four mDX400‑group tumor samples, which
are depicted by four dots in red, yellow, green and blue, with each color representing an mDX400‑group tumor sample. (B) Intratumoral BCR clones of the four
mDX400‑group tumor samples where the consistently expanded BCR clone was expanded. For each sample, a clone with a unique junctional sequence was displayed by a colored dot. A clone with >1 unique junctional sequence is displayed by interconnected dots of the same color. Each color corresponds to the frequency
rank of a clone and the size of a dot is proportional to the abundance of the read. For each sample, the consistently expanded BCR clone is enclosed by a red dashed
circle. (C) Complementarity determining region 3 nucleotide (left) and amino acid (right) composition of the consistently expanded BCR clonal family. Logos were
created for each of the four mDX400‑group tumor samples G2M107, G2M119, G2M124 and G2M138 where the BCR clonal family expanded. For each sequence
logo, the height of symbols within a stack indicates the probability of each symbol to occur at that position. For nucleic acids, letter colors were used according to
number of Watson‑Crick hydrogen bonds, while for amino acids, letter colors correspond to hydrophobicity with hydrophilic, neutral and hydrophobic amino acids
represented by blue, green and black colors, respectively. BCR, B cell receptor; mDX400, murine anti‑PD‑1; mIgG1, murine immunoglobulin G1.

significant differences in the number of intratumoral BCR
clonal families shared with BCR clones in spleen or DLN
tissues between the two treatment groups (Fig. S9).

Expansion of a BCR clonal family in mDX400‑group tumor
samples. By analyzing BCR repertoire sequences, one BCR
clonal family was highly expanded in four of the seven
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mDX400‑group tumor samples (Table SII). The clonal family
was the most abundant clone in two mDX400‑group tumor
samples (G2M107 and G2M138), accounting for 85.2% and
18.7% of the total BCR sequences, respectively, and was the
second most abundant clone in another two mDX400‑group
tumor samples (G2M119 and G2M124), constituting 14.9%
and 7.4% of the BCR repertoires, respectively (Fig. 6A and B).
The mean frequency of the clonal family in mDX400‑group
tumors was 10‑fold greater than that of mIgG1‑group tumors,
and 55‑470‑fold higher than that of other tissue samples,
although the differences in frequencies between mDX400‑
and mIgG1‑group tumors were not significant. The BCR
clone and the aforementioned consistently expanded TCR
clone were co‑expanded in two (G2M119 and G2M124) of
the seven mDX400‑group tumor samples. Furthermore, in
the tumor samples of six mDX400‑group mice, high expansion of the top 100 most frequent TCR clonotypes were
detected, except that of G2M107 (Fig. 3B). On the contrary,
it was only in G2M107 that the extreme expansion, with a
frequency of 85.2%, of the aforementioned BCR clone could
be detected (Fig. 6B), suggesting that the extreme expansion of the BCR clone may affect the expansion of the most
frequent TCR clones.
The BCR clonal family contained significantly (P<0.05)
more silent mutations within the CDR2 of IgH sequences
from the four mDX400‑group tumor samples where the
clonal family expanded compared with those from the other
three mDX400‑group tumor samples where the clonal family
was not expanded (Fig. S10). A lineage tree from the clonal
family was constructed for each of the four clone‑expanded
mDX400‑group tumor samples using the top 50 most frequent
sequences of variable region stretching from the beginning
of CDR2 to the start of CDR3 (Fig. S11). The germline V
and J genes of the clonal family are IGHV1‑11 and IGHJ2.
The sequence logos of the CDR3 nucleotide and amino acid
composition of the clonal family for each of the four tumor
samples are shown in Fig. 6C.
Discussion
Previous studies demonstrated that the MC38 tumor model
is highly responsive to anti‑PD‑1 treatment (19‑22). To
further understand the molecular mechanism underlying the
high response rate, the present study investigated the effects
of anti‑PD‑1 antibody on the adaptive immune receptor
repertoires of the MC38 tumor model in detail, an improved
understanding of which may facilitate the development of
anti‑PD‑1 mAbs in precision medicine for cancer.
In terms of T cell‑mediated immunity, a significant
decrease in TCR repertoire diversity and a notable expansion
of the top 10 most frequent TCR clones were observed in
mDX400‑group tumors. It has been previously reported that
decreased TCR repertoire diversity at both pre‑ and peri‑treatment time points was associated with an increased response to
anti‑PD‑1 treatment in patients with melanoma (10,11). In addition, a consistently expanded TCR clonotype was detected in
mDX400‑group tumors, which may be a tumor‑reactive TCR
clone activated and expanded by mDX400 treatment. Several
studies have demonstrated that the most remarkably expanded
TRB clonotypes in CD8+ and CD8+PD‑1+ tumor‑infiltrating
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lymphocyte populations are tumor‑ and mutated antigen‑reactive in metastatic melanoma (32,33). Further research is
warranted to explore the interaction among the consistently
expanded TCR clone, anti‑PD‑1 mAbs and tumor responses.
It was observed that compared with mIgG1‑treated mice,
there were significantly more intratumoral high‑frequency
TCR clonotypes present both in DLN and spleen tissues of
mDX400‑treated mice with the shared TCR clonotypes
significantly enriched in tumors. Similarly, Hosoi et al (34)
also found that immunotherapy increased the number of TCR
clonotypes shared between the tumor and spleen.
In addition to T cell responses, which are often the main
focus of immunotherapy, the present study also investigated
B cell responses of the MC38 model during checkpoint
inhibition. Analysis of selection pressure and proportion of
clonal families confirmed the antigen experience of different
BCR repertoires of the MC38 model. In addition, significantly higher mutation rates were detected in the CDR2 and
FWR3 of IgH sequences from the mDX400‑group spleen
samples compared with those from the mIgG1‑group spleen
samples. The spleen is a highly active site of B cell antigen
training. The significant upregulation of mutations in IgH
sequences from spleen samples induced by mDX400 treatment suggested that mDX400 can modulate B cell immunity
in the spleen. The upregulation of mutations may increase
the BCR affinity, thereby enhancing antigen capture and
presentation in the spleen, which may be associated with
tumor responses. Notably, Lehmann‑Horn et al (35) observed
a more pronounced antigen‑driven process in the spleen and
ectopic lymphoid tissue, but not in the lymph node and blood,
by examining mutational patterns of mouse BCR repertoires.
This is consistent with the present finding that the mutational
pattern of the spleen is different from that of the DLN.
Quantification of the BCR repertoire diversity revealed
that irrespective of treatments the diversity of BCR repertoires in tumor samples was significantly lower compared
with that in DLN and spleen samples, which is consistent with
a previous report (36). In addition, one BCR clonal family
was highly expanded in >50% of the mDX400‑group tumor
samples, which may target public tumor antigens. In line with
the present results, in the blood plasmablasts of patients with
non‑progressing cancer treated by anti‑PD‑1 or anti‑CTLA‑4,
DeFalco et al (37) also detected B cell responses represented
by increased somatic hypermutation and clonal expansion.
Furthermore, they demonstrated that the anti‑tumor B cell
responses express shared antibody paratopes targeting public
tumor antigens. In the present study, the somatic hypermutation and clonal expansion of B cells in the mDX400 group
suggested that anti‑PD‑1 treatment may promote activation
of humoral immunity. The activation of B cell responses may
rely on interleukin‑21 and T follicular helper cells induced by
ICIs, as suggested by Hollern et al (15).
The BCR clone and the aforementioned consistently
expanded TCR clone were co‑expanded in 29% of the
mDX400‑group tumor samples, which may be related to tumor
responses. Of note, the extreme expansion of the BCR clone
may affect the expansion of the most frequent TCR clones, as
the mouse with extreme expansion of the BCR clone was the
only mouse without the high expansion of the top 100 most
frequent TCR clones in the mDX400 group. The inhibitory
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effect of the increased expansion of the BCR clone on the
expansion of high‑frequency TCR clones needs to be further
confirmed with larger sample sizes.
As for CDR3 lengths, the present study showed that
applying anti‑PD‑1 had no effects on the CDR3 lengths of
the TCR/BCR repertoires. Similarly, cytokine‑based immunotherapy of murine CT26 colorectal tumors did not lead to
significant changes of CDR3 length distribution (38). In addition, it has been reported that there is no correlation between
the CDR3 length distributions and genetic variability of the
CDR3 region (39), suggesting that the repertoire divergence
between the treatment and control group in this study is not
represented in terms of CDR3 length.
In summary, the effect of anti‑PD‑1 treatment on immune
repertoires of the MC38 tumor model were elucidated.
Anti‑PD‑1 treatment changed the usage frequency of some
TRB VJ genes, decreased the diversity of intratumoral
TCR repertoires, increased the proportion of intratumoral
TCR clones that were shared between tumor and peripheral
immune organs, and induced the expansion of a TCR and a
BCR clone in >50% of tumors. In addition, the consistently
expanded TCR and BCR clone were co‑expanded in 29%
of anti‑PD‑1‑group tumor samples. Anti‑PD‑1 treatment
also upregulated the mutation rates of IgH sequences in
spleen samples. These results showed that anti‑PD‑1 therapy
promoted the activation of both cellular and humoral immunity in the MC38 model. The enhanced treatment efficacy in
the MC38 model may be attributed to the enrichment of the
putative tumor‑reactive T and B cells, as well as increased
BCR affinity in the spleen. As MC38 is a valid model for
hypermutated and/or MSI CRC, it can be deduced that the
molecular changes detected in the MC38 model may mirror
those occurring in patients with hypermutated and/or MSI
CRC. The decreased intratumoral TCR diversity, and the
expansion of TCR and BCR clones may be used as biomarkers
for prognostic rates in the clinical setting.
The present study also provided insights into novel treatment strategies. The significantly expanded intratumoral
TCR clones induced by anti‑PD‑1 treatment may be reactive
to tumor antigens, which opens the possibility of employing
tumor‑reactive T cell clones for adoptive T cell transfer as
a passive immunization option. It has been demonstrated
that the combination of adoptive T cell and anti‑PD‑1
immunotherapy potently enhances antitumor efficacy in
a mouse model (40). There is also a possibility to develop
cancer vaccines consisting of immunogenic peptides derived
from antigens of poorly immunogenic tumors as an active
immunization option. Vaccination with cancer vaccines may
stimulate immune responses that will offset the inherently
weak antigenicity of lowly immunogenic tumors. An early
clinical trial testing the effect of a combination of anti‑PD‑1
antibodies with p53‑expressing modified vaccinia Ankara
virus vaccine in patients with advanced solid cancers showed
encouraging results; it worked by increasing the frequency
and persistence of p53‑reactive CD8+ T cells (41). On the
other hand, strategies modulating B cell responses may
also have potential to improve treatment responses. Further
investigation of the prognostic and therapeutic values of
the molecular changes detected in the present study is
warranted.
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